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Unique Device Identification System 

 2007 FDAAA – the system 
 

 2012 FDASIA – the timelines  
 

 2012 Proposal - 77 FR 40736 
 

 2013 Final Rule- 78 FR 58786 
 

CDRH Learn Unique Device Identification (UDI) System - 
The Final Regulation   www.fda.gov/CDRHLearn  
 
CDRH Device Advice-UDI   www.fda.gov/udi  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon. Before we hear about the Global UDI Database, that is the GUDID, I want to lay out a brief overview of the UDI system staring with the legislative  history.  The legislation, the 2007 FDA Amendments Act (FDAAA) established the statutory authority for the UDI system for medical devices.  Then in 2012, The FDA Safety and Innovation Act (FDASIA) set the timelines  for establishing the Unique Device Identification System, known as U D I.  (Which you shouldn’t confuse with my uncle Udie – although he’s pretty unique too).  The goal of the UDI system for medical devices is to accurately identify medical devices throughout their distribution and use and in use – to enhance patient safety. The 2013 final rule laid out FDA’s consideration of 270 sets of comments and the text of the regulations necessary to establish the UDI system.  The final rule also gives the timetable of compliance dates which phase in these requirements and the conforming amendments, which are the changes to existing FDA regulations needed for UDI.  In order to be familiar with these topics, you should view the UDI video on CDRH Learn and visit UDI page on CDRH Device Advice.  We plan to cover these topics in depth, in future webinars.

http://www.fda.gov/CDRHLearn
http://www.fda.gov/udi


Key Benefits of the UDI System 
 

 More accurate adverse event reports 
 
 More rapidly and precisely identify a device  

 
 Enhance analysis of devices on the market 

 
 More robust postmarket surveillance system to support 

premarket clearance and approval 
 

 More effectively manage device recalls 
 

 Support a secure global distribution chain  more accurate 
reporting of adverse events  more accurate reporting of 
adverse events more accurate reporting of adverse events  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UDI system has many key benefits, that relate to adverse event reporting, identifying and analyzing devices in use, making the postmarket surveillance more robust - to enhance patient safety and support premarket approvals and clearance -- managing device recalls and supporting the global distribution chain.  To see how UDI will achieve these benefits, let’s take a brief look at - the steps and key players  involved in establishing the UDI system. 



Establishing the UDI System  
Step 1  Develop a standardized system to 
create unique device identifiers (UDI). 
 
Key Players  
 

FDA  accredits the Issuing Agencies 
 

Issuing Agencies develop unique labeler codes 
for use in UDIs, using ISO 15459 
 

Labelers select Issuing Agencies to work with 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
  There are 3 distinct steps:  The first  Develop a standardized system to create the unique device identifiers (UDI)Here, the key players are.. FDA will accredit an IA when it meets the requirements set forth in the regulations.Issuing Agencies operate systems to issue UDIs according to the international standard, ISO 15459,  to ensure uniqueness of codesA labeler applies the label to the device, or replaces or modified the label, with the intent to commercially distribute the device without any subsequent replacement or modification of the label.  In most instances, the labeler will be the device manufacturer.  (However a labeler is not a Distributor, a distributor merely adds its name and contact information as a the distributor of the device.)



Establishing the UDI System  
 
Step 2  Place the UDI in human readable (Plain 
Text) and machine readable (AIDC) on label 
and packaging, and for certain devices, on the 
device itself. 
 
Key Players 
  

 

Labelers  –        Label with intent to 
commercially distribute 
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Presentation Notes
The second step is to place the UDI  - 2 formats -  human and machine readable --- on …Automatic identification and data capture (AIDC) means any technology that conveys the unique device identifier or the device identifier of a device in a form that can be entered into an electronic patient record or other computer system via an automated process.The key players here are… We will schedule another webinar to go into detail on the UDI – what information is required, where to place the information, and how the requirements will be phased in based on the safety profile of the device.  Briefly, before we move to step 3   --   
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Compliance Date Must bear a UDI & submit data to GUDID 
September 24, 2014 • Class III devices, incl. class III stand alone software 

 

• Devices licensed under the PHS Act 

September 24, 2015 • Implantable, life-supporting and life-sustaining 
(I/LS/LS) devices, incl. stand alone software 

 

• Direct Marking of I/LS/LS  for certain intended uses 

September 24, 2016 • Class II devices 
 

• Direct Marking for class III devices and devices 
licensed under the PHS Act, for certain intended uses 

September 24, 2018 • Class I devices and devices not classified class I, II or III 
 

• Direct Marking of class II devices for certain    
intended uses  

September 24, 2020 • Direct Marking of class I devices and devices not 
classified into class I, II or III, for certain intended uses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FDA published a table of Compliance dates to phase in the UDI requirements.  The dates are primarily based on device safety profile.  The complete Table of Compliance dates are given in the final rule, and we’ve placed a copy on the UDI webpage in Device Advice.  This slide shows just a few highlights.  The first compliance dates, for example, are shown at the top of this slide. This first date, next September, labelers of class III devices and CBER’s BLA devices must meet the requirement to submit data to the GUDID.  This is the reason, and the primary audience for today’s webinar on the GUDID.   As I’ve said. we will schedule additional webinars on the details of these compliance dates and what is required on the labels and packaging, and on certain devices.  Some of these details are evolving as we begin implementing the final rule.  We would like your input as we do so.  The regulatory questions that you have will help us the most.  At the end of today’s talk we’ll show you how to use our online help desk to submit your regulatory questions.



Conforming Amendments  

 Part 803 Medical Device Reporting 
 Part 806 Reports of Corrections and Removals 
 Part 810 Medical Device Recall Authority 
 Part 814 Premarket Approvals 
 Part 820 Quality System Regulation 
 Part 821 Medical Device Tracking Requirements 
 Part 822 Postmarket Surveillance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
UDI will also affect other FDA requirements – shown here – These requirements will be phased in according to the dates for the devices shown in the table of compliance dates.  And again, we plan additional webinars on these topics. 



Establishing the UDI System  

Step 3  Create, maintain, and use the UDI 
Database (GUDID). 
 
Key Players  
 

FDA creates and maintains GUDID 
 

Labelers enter data into GUDID 
 

Public access data in the GUDID 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third step in establishing the UDI system is creating and maintaining the global UDI database, “the GUDID.”  The key players here are FDA … Labelers… and the Public (including the health care community) As you can see, the GUDID is a very important part of establishing the UDI system.  GUDID is also the main topic of today’s webinar.  My colleague, Indira Konduri will help you understand this important part of the UDI system.  Indira …



GUDID Overview 
December 18, 2013 

Indira R. Konduri 
GUDID Program Manager 
FDA\CDRH\OSB\Informatics Staff 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Anne. Good afternoon everyone – it is my pleasure to present to all of you on GUDID today. I have been part of the FDA UDI team for two years and it has been a very exciting experience working on this brand new program.



Presentation Outline 
GUDID Overview 
GUDID Key Concepts 
oGUDID Account 
oDI Record 

How to Get Started 
How to Contact Us 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, my plan is to provide you an overview of the Global Unique Device Identification, the GUDID, database.The focus of this presentation is going to be on “Labelers”, the submitters of information to GUDID.I will start off with a high level overviewWe will then review key GUDID concepts – the GUDID Account and the DI RecordTalk about how you can get started to submit to GUDIDAnd, how to contact us for helpThe focus of this presentation is on Labelers, those who would “submit” device information to GUDID.



UDI = Unique Device Identifier 
 Device Identifier(DI) + Production Identifier(s)(PI) 

 
 DI= mandatory, fixed portion of a UDI that 

identifies the specific version or model of a 
device and the labeler of that device 
o Issued by FDA-accredited Issuing Agencies 
 

 PI= a conditional, variable portion of a UDI that 
identifies one or more of the following when 
included on the label of the device: 
o Lot or batch number 
o Serial number  
o Expiration date  
o Manufacturing date 
o For an HCT/P regulated as a device, the distinct identification 

code 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us start off with the basics – what is UDI?UDI = Unique Device IdentifierComposed of two parts, the DI and the PIDI = device identifier – mandatory….. Infact, we just completed accreditation of the first issuing agency yesterday, largely due to efforts of Anne and my other collegaues, GS1PI is the conditional or the variable portion of UDI that identifies how a device is controlled in production.For example, do you use the lot or batch number or the expiration date to control production of a device



 
 Repository of key device identification 

information 
 Contains ONLY the DI; PIs are not submitted 

to or stored in the GUDID 
oContains only PI flags to indicate which PI 

attribute(s) are on the device label 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, before I move



GUDID Overview 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I start on this slide, a note that everything I am covering today is in the GUDID Draft Guidance for Industry document.So definitely visit our website and delve into the document for additional details.This slide provides you with a high level overview of GUDIDOn the top we show the two GUDID submission options, the xml file submission option and the web interface option



GUDID Web Interface 
 

• Secure Web Application 
 

• Submission of device information one 
record at a time by Labelers 
 

• Search and Retrieval of published device 
information by public users 
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GUDID HL7 SPL Submission Option 

 
• HL7 = Health Level 7 
• SPL = Structured Product Labeling 
• Submission of device information as xml 

files – one record at a time 
• Technical specifications available on the UDI 

website 
• Uses the FDA Electronic Submissions 

Gateway (ESG) to transmit the file 
www.fda.gov/esg 

• Testing required prior to production 
submission 

GUDID HL7 SPL 
Submission
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GUDID Search and Retrieval 
Two Search and Retrieval Options will be 
available: 

1) Web Interface Search and Retrieval 
– Quick Search – enables search on Device 

Identifier, Company Name, Brand Name, 
Version or Model Number. 

– Advanced Search – additional attributes 
available for searching. 

 
2) System to System Search and Retrieval 

– Web Services – accepts a DI Number and returns 
published attributes. 

– Database Download capability – planned for the 
future. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two Search and Retrieval Options availableWeb Interface Search and Retireval – enables searching of published GUDID information by consumers, and any userQuick search enables saerch on select attributes – DI, Company Name, Brand Name, Version or Model Number Advanced Search – additional attributes are available for searchingUpon intial roll out, GUDID web interface search will be temporariliy disabled; once GUDID is populated with data, the search feature will be turned back on.(2) System to System Search and Retrieval options enable automated “pull” of GUDID data. At this time, a basic web servicie functionality is available. The service accepts a DI Number and returns all relevant attributes if found in the GUDID databaseDatabase download capability is planned for the future.DO NOT NEED ACCOUNTS; details in the future



GUDID and Data Quality 
 Review submissions 
 Use lessons learned for program and 

database improvements; refine 
instructions 

 Provide assistance and work 
collaboratively with labelers 
 

 “Bake-in” Data Quality 
   as you work on GUDID 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Anne alluded to, there are many benefits of the UDI program, which can only be realized if UDI is adopted widely – both across the supply chain and across provider systems and into patient care via electronic health records. Towards that end, we are working to promote adoption of UDI into provider systems; my boss Terrie Reed is presently at ONC working to promote inclusion of UDI as a meaningful use criteria for electronic health records.We want to make sure that the data in GUDID is of the highest quality – complete, accurate and consistent. We are therefore setting up a data quality program in parallel with GUDID implementation As part of this program, we are going to review submissions as they come in and try to understand the interrelationships between GUDID attributes.For example, we collect the premarket submission number, listing number and product code in GUDID. Presently we just verify that the premarket submission number has been approve, the listing number is valid, and the product code is valid.We don’t check the interrelationships between the three -- Does that procode apply to that premarket number and listing number?Does that match what we have already collected in the center?As submissions come in, we are going to look at this….As we understand the interrelationships better, our hope is to build better validation rules vs the basic validation we presently have.We want to provide you assistance and work with you – whether it relates to understanding our vocabularies, understanding what information to submit, or addressing issues.So don’t want until the last min to send your submissions, start getting them in, soonAnd…think about how the gudid attributes interrelate as you gather your data. Let us know if you have questions/concerns.



GUDID Key Concepts 

 
GUDID Account 
The DI Record 
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GUDID Account 
 Required for submission to GUDID 
 Identifies Labeler organization - DUNS 

Number 
 Enables labelers to manage access to 

GUDID within their organization 
• GUDID account is created by FDA Staff 

 
• GUDID account user information is not 

made public 
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Presentation Notes
GUDID Account structure. Details on this is in the GUDID Draft Guidance Document.



DUNS Number 
 

 Used to identify labeler organizations in 
GUDID 

 DUNS = Data Universal Numbering System 
 9 digit number assigned by Dun & Bradstreet 

(D&B) 
 Labeler name and address pulled from DUNS 

database 
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GUDID DUNS Numbers 
 

 Organization DUNS 
o identifies the labeler 

organization for a GUDID 
Account 

 
 Labeler DUNS 

o identifies the Labeler as shown 
on the medical device label 

 
 Third Party DUNS 

o identifies the 
individual/company 
authorized to submit 
information to GUDID on 
behalf of labeler 
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Labeler DUNS and the DI Record 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain how each account can have many Labeler DUNS



GUDID User Roles 
 Regulatory Contact 

oResponsible for GUDID 
submission requirements 

 
 Coordinator 

oManages the GUDID 
account for assigned 
Labeler DUNS numbers 

 
 Labeler Data Entry 

(LDE) User 
oResponsible for day to 

day entry, submission and 
management of device 
identification (DI) records 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that one individual can assume all user roles in GUDID – different logins



Third-Party Submitter 
 Company/Individual authorized to submit to 

GUDID on behalf of the labeler 
 

 Web Interface Submitters – Labeler may 
designate third-party as Coordinator or LDE 
User. 
 

 HL7 SPL Submitters –  
oLabelers must identify third-parties on their GUDID 

Account Request 
oOnly those identified will be allowed to submit on 

behalf of labeler 
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GUDID Account – TO DO 
 Understand GUDID Account structure and 

User Roles  
 DUNS Numbers 
oIdentify/obtain appropriate DUNS numbers 
oVerify information in the D&B database is 
correct; update if needed 

 GUDID User Roles 
oIdentify individuals for the different GUDID User 
Roles 

oEnsure they understand GUDID functionality 
and responsibility for their user role 

 
Note: You need a GUDID Account regardless of the 
submission option you choose. 
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DI Record 
 DI Record = Device Identifier (DI) + GUDID 

attributes 
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DI Record – Key Concepts 
 New DI Trigger Attributes –when changed, no 

longer represent the same device and require 
a new DI.  
o“Device Packaged as Sterile?” 

 
 DI Record Publish Date - determines when a 

DI record gets “published” and is available via 
public search. 
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DI Record – Key Concepts 
 Grace Period - Starts the day after the DI record 

Publish Date and ends after 7 calendar days 
 
 
 

 Within Grace Period 
oAll attributes are editable, except Publish Date 
oEdits must take place via the same submission option 

used to initially submit the record 
 After Grace Period 

oNew DI trigger attributes - not editable 
oLimited editing of certain attributes 
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DI Record Life Cycle 
 DI Record Life Cycle = DI record states + business 

rules 
 DI record state determines applicable business rule 

30 

Draft DI 
Record 

• Business rules = 
N/A 

• Publish Date = N/A 
• Public Search = NO 
• Editing = unlimited 
• *Not available via 

HL7 SPL 
 

Unpublished 
DI Record 

• Business rules = 
pass 

• Publish Date > 
today 

• Public Search = NO 
• Editing = unlimited 

Published DI 
Record 

• Business rules = 
pass 

• Publish 
Date<=today 

• Public Search = YES 
• Editing = limited 
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Moving between states 

Draft DI 
Record 

Published DI 
Record 

Unpublished 
DI Record 

Business rules = pass, 
Record Submitted & 
Publish Date > today 

Business rules = pass, 
Record Submitted & 
Publish Date <= today 

Nightly automated check 
If Publish Date = today 

31 



DI Record Life Cycle 
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Presentation Notes
Picture of the DI record life cycle



Device Packages 
 Package configurations of a device are part of the 

same DI record. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes




Packages in GUDID 
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DI Record – TO DO 
Gather your data  
oAttribute list in Appendix B of GUDID Draft 
Guidance Document 
oGlobal Medical Device Nomenclature 
(GMDN) Preferred Terms - *Required 
 Identify/obtain active GMDN preferred terms for 
your devices, www.gmdnagency.org  

oFDA Listing Number - *Required 
 Identify/obtain correct Listing Number for your 
devices 

 “Bake-in” data quality processes 
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GUDID Status 
 Accepting submissions from: 
oLabelers of Class III medical devices 
oLabelers of devices licensed under the PHS Act 
 

 GUDID Search and Retrieval temporarily 
disabled – will be enabled when the database 
is populated. 
 

 Production Accounts – 12* 
 Number of Published DI records - 0* 
 
*Data as of December 17, 2013 
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FDA\CDRH\OSB\Informatics Staff 

What should you do to get started? 

 Read up! 
oVisit www.fda.gov/udi  
oGUDID Draft Guidance for Industry 
oGUDID HL7 SPL Implementation Files 
 

Determine your submission option 
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FDA\CDRH\OSB\Informatics Staff 

Web Interface Submitters– TO DO 

 Request and obtain a GUDID Account 
oNo required testing 
oSubmit GUDID Account Inquiry at www.fda.gov/udi  

 Get familiar with the system 
oCreate Draft DI records – only visible to the user 

who created the records 
oMay submit DI records with a “future” publish date, 

i.e., Unpublished DI records – not available via 
public search 

 Submit and publish DI Records 
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FDA\CDRH\OSB\Informatics Staff 

HL7 SPL Submitters – TO DO 
 Register with the FDA ESG and complete ESG 

testing 
oExisting test accounts can be used 

 Request a GUDID Account for testing 
oSubmit GUDID Account Inquiry at www.fda.gov/udi  

 Complete HL7 SPL testing 
 Request and obtain a GUDID Account for 

production submission 
 Submit DI records  
oNote: "Draft” DI Record state is not available via 

HL7 SPL 
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Presentation Notes
Test extensively, listed test scenarios are the bare minimum
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FDA\CDRH\OSB\Informatics Staff 

Third-Party Submitters – TO DO 
 Verify information in the DUNS database is 

correct; update if needed 
 May test HL7 SPL submission option 

independently of Labelers 
oRequest a GUDID Account - indicate it is for HL7 

SPL testing 
 Submit GUDID Account Inquiry at www.fda.gov/udi  

oDummy data for certain required attributes will be 
provided for testing purposes ONLY, upon request  
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How to Contact Us 
 
• HL7 SPL submitters with FDA ESG questions -

- ESGHelpDesk@fda.hhs.gov 
 

• All other inquiries via FDA UDI Help Desk 
oGUDID Account Request – production and test 
oRegulatory questions 
oTechnical questions 
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FDA UDI Help Desk 
 Submit question via the web, www.fda.gov/udi 
 Please complete all fields on the web form! 
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FDA UDI Help Desk 
 Question becomes a “case” in help desk tool 
 Response will be sent to the email you 

provide 
oAsk follow-up questions by responding to the 

email, will append the “case” 
 Please ensure you can receive emails from 

help desk – check your spam folder 
 Monitored during business hours, EST 
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GUDID System Status 
• Scheduled downtimes will be posted on 

www.fda.gov/udi, look for GUDID 
System Status 
 

• Unscheduled downtimes 
oVisit www.fda.gov/udi for information 
oIf no information, report issue via Help Desk  
 

 Subscribe to GUDID Email Alerts 
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FDA\CDRH\OSB\Informatics Staff 

We are here to help! 

 Please submit complete and correct 
information 
oHelp Desk questions 
oAccount Requests 
oDI Records 
oBuild-in data quality into all tenets of your process 

as you get organized for GUDID submission 
 

 Be patient with us as we learn/grow as a 
program 
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Explain account requests and issues
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